
Shut-Off Nozzle

Improved design uses wear resistant particle metallurgy materials in critical areas.

 Completely mechanical, automatic operation
No internal springs
Eliminates cold slugs
Controllable back flow during injection
Reduces flashing
Precise pressure control during cure
Positive shut-off prevents drooling
Increase production up to 34%

Note: Pressures are in lbs. per sq. inch of plastic melt. In most 
cases the hydraulic pressure of the machine will be one tenth of 
the above values. It should be noted however, that the hydraulic 
oil to plastic ratio is not always one-to-ten.

External Spring —External spring activated shut-off pin. During injection, 
material flow caused by injecting force overcomes spring tension, thereby 
pushing shut-off pin away from seat. During screw recovery and idle, the 
spring tension forces the pin forward restricting material flow. 

Shut-Off Pin—Externally activated shut-off pin permits unrestricted 
material flow during injection. Completely seals off flow at 
point of removable tip seat during screw recovery and idle. 
Eliminates drool and stringing. 

Replaceable Tip—Special hardened tool steel tip can be 
changed in seconds. Reverse taper nylon design. Available with 
choice of radius and orifice 1⁄8”, 5⁄32” and 3⁄16” . Be sure to specify 
when ordering. 

Automatic Operation—Operation is fully automatic 
and mechanical, with activating force derived from 
natural machine action. During injection, the material 
flow and pressure force shut-off pin backwards, thereby 
overcoming spring tension through pin extension. 
Material flows unrestricted  into mold. As soon as 
injection pressure is released, the tension of spring 
forces pin extension and thereby also shut-off pin 
forward, restricting material flow. Tip is of reverse 
taper design; hence, residue material is ejected with 
the finished article, eliminating the possibility of cold 
slugs and strings.

Tip Thread =36/1.5mm

FT1

FT2

FT3

Cracking Pressure
(Maximum screw back pressure) 1800 psi

Warranty 
This Shut-off Nozzle uses wear-resistant Particle Metallurgy materials in the critical wear areas of the pin  

and insert and will provide long life when molding regular polyamides, acrylics and similar relatively normal 
non-abrasive materials. For molding extremely abrasive materials such as glass filled Ryton, we recommend 

a Shut-Off Nozzle of similar design made of wear resistant CPM9V. Contact us for price and delivery!



Shut-Off Nozzle

Replacement Parts
Description Part Number

External Spring SPG2A

Shut Off Pin

1” length OPSOPA

2” length OPSOP2

3” length OPSOP3

Adapter up to 50mm to suit your machine SOADA*

Nozzle Tips

Style A FT1

Style B FT2

Style C FT3

Prices 
Include complete assembly (Body, Tip, External Spring, Shut-off Pin, Pin extension, and Adapter to suit your machine)

Description

Threads up to 2”
(50mm) diameter

Threads over 2”, to 2 3⁄4”
(50mm to 70mm) dia.

How to Order
1. Compleat information on above drawing
2. Specify length or style (A, B, C, or D)
3. Specify radius and orifice of tip

*Identify thread detail, thread length, and rear opening.

Heater Bands

External Spring 

Adapter to suit
your machine*

Replaceable Tip
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